“My whole philosophy is minimalism that’s very warm.
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I can have that simple, pure design but with a great
material (and) the shape lends itself to the material.
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DESIGN AND HOME

Y Glass Coffee Table and Y Glass Side Table, walnut

SUMMER
FARE

it’s what you can take away. I have so much functional sculpture
in my head I had to build it to get it out of my head.”
The logistics of designing furniture may challenge the
perfectionist artist in him, but Morgan has evolved through the
process in the 15 years he’s been running his namesake company.
“You can design a beautiful dining table, but it might shake or
crack or wobble. I fine-tune what’s in my head and then bring it to
the builders so it’s going to be better.”
With everything from designing to detailing occurring
under one roof in his Atlanta factory, it’s easy to communicate
throughout the entire process. Attention to detail is never lost as
he and his fellow artisans create tables, chairs and sideboards.
“Most everything we do in our line is inspired by work on
the custom side,” he continues. And because each piece is
handcrafted, even his line pieces can be customized with leather
and design options. Morgan credits his wife for assisting with
successfully creating the company’s reputation for both custom
pieces and the line.
“She’s taken it from me: having fun in a woodshop to listening
to what clients are saying and designing pieces for what people
want.” THERESA KEEGAN

That’s Greek to Me

Interior designer Anna Kovalchenko had a unique
problem to solve: her clients wanted their apartment
to reflect their love for travel and remind them of
their favorite destinations — but the interpretation
could not be too obvious. Greece was one favorite,
says Kovalchenko, adding, “We chose a blue-and-white
primary color palette for the kitchen, which is so
typical for many Greek villages and towns.” Streamlined
high tech kitchen cabinets and a steel backsplash were
softened with natural wood and warm metals, like the
brushed brass chandelier above the table. Just right!
annakovalchenko.com
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C O A S TA L FA S H I O N

Table and dining chairs are solid teak wood (from D-Bodhi) and chairs
are upholstered with buffalo skin. Kitchen cabinets are custom made
(Moscow). Pendant light is from MW-Light (Germany).
Spirit Steward, rosewood
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& INSIDE ON THE MARKET: NORTHERN ITALY | BROOKLYN | FISHER ISLAND
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